Quantum confinement effects on electronic photomobilities at nanostructured semiconductor surfaces: Si(111) without and with adsorbed Ag clusters.
The conductivity of holes and electrons photoexcited in Si slabs is affected by the slab thickness and by adsorbates. The mobilities of those charged carriers depend on how many layers compose the slab, and this has important scientific and technical consequences for the understanding of photovoltaic materials. A previously developed general computational procedure combining density matrix and electronic band structure treatments has been applied to extensive calculations of mobilities of photoexcited electrons and holes at Si(111) nanostructured surfaces with varying slab thickness and for varying photon energies, to investigate the expected change in mobility magnitudes as the slab thickness is increased. Results have been obtained with and without adsorbed silver clusters for comparison of their optical and photovoltaic properties. Band states were generated using a modified ab initio density functional treatment with the PBE exchange and correlation density functionals and with periodic boundary conditions for large atomic supercells. An energy gap correction was applied to the unoccupied orbital energies of each band structure by running more accurate HSE hybrid functional calculations for a Si(111) slab. Photoexcited state populations for slabs with 6, 8, 10, and 12 layers were generated using a steady state reduced density matrix including dissipative effects due to energy exchange with excitons and phonons in the medium. Mobilities have been calculated from the derivatives of voltage-driven electronic energies with respect to electronic momentum, for each energy band and for the average over bands. Results show two clear trends: (a) adding Ag increases the hole photomobilities and (b) decreasing the slab thickness increases hole photomobilities. The increased hole populations in 6- and 8-layer systems and the large increase in hole mobility for these thinner slabs can be interpreted as a quantum confinement effect of hole orbitals. As the slab thickness increases to ten and twelve layers, the effect of silver adsorbates decreases leading to smaller relative enhancements to the conduction electron and hole mobilities, but the addition of the silver nanoclusters still increases the absorbance of light and the mobility of holes compared to their mobilities in the pure Si slabs.